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Chapter 2331: Fight and destroy itself 

"damn thing!" 

Feng Ling caught up. 

According to the traces of time and space fluctuations left by Emperor Yuanmingzhou when he shuttled, 

it was obvious at a glance that Emperor Yuanmingzhou had gone to the fourth natural universe, and 

Taiyuan had returned to the universe naturally! 

"Taiyuan Natural Universe!" 

"After the situation, Yunge, you little bastard, you really know how to pick it, and you picked the 

universe under our ambush!" 

Emperor Feng Lingzhou was ecstatic in his heart, and immediately used the time and space shuttle 

method of the natural universe to go to the natural universe of Taiyuan! 

At this moment. 

Taiyuan in the natural universe. 

Outside the core area, outside a huge star field. 

Five people, including Emperor Zixu Zhou and Xuan Yuzi, were already in ambush here, hiding around 

the star field with the help of an eternal treasure. 

This is like a big net. 

Waiting for Emperor Yuanmingzhou to capture this fish! 

And this ambush place was also specially selected according to Emperor Yuanmingzhou's behavior 

habits. 

The possibility of ambushing Emperor Yuanmingzhou is very high! 

really! 

An extremely majestic wave of time and space came! 

The figure of Emperor Yuanmingzhou appeared in the sight of the emperors. 

"Die to me!" 

"Die to me!" 

"I want you all to pay the price!" 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou was extremely angry, and he was killing him all the way, already jealous! 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou!" 

"You stop me!" 
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"No one of us wants to do anything to you. You have misunderstood everything!" 

"Emperor Yuanmingzhou, there must be a third-party force working on it, you believe us!" 

"After that, Yunge, you mess, we have already done it for you, so why go to your universe and startle 

the snake so that you have the opportunity to come and destroy our universe!?" 

"..." 

Emperor Taiyuan Zhou frantically chased after Emperor Yuanmingzhou, speaking various persuasive 

words. 

This is not only attracting the attention of Emperor Yuanmingzhou, but also the last attempt to persuade 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

And this statement came out. 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou suddenly shook his body, as if he felt very reasonable. 

Yes. 

The seven Emperor Zhou wanted to do something on him, they could do it directly, so why bother to 

humiliate him by hunting for treasure! 

"Is it really maddening me?" 

"Then it was hit by someone else's plan!?" 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou's pupils shrank suddenly, and this thought came up in his heart, but he was very 

uncertain! 

after all. 

The first thing that treasure hunting ancestral glider destroys is the nine time and space ports, which 

isolates the source and the universe from the most convenient communication in the rest of the 

universe, not to completely humiliate him. 

And just as Emperor Yuanmingzhou was hesitant and uncertain. 

"You **** is really hopeless!" 

"Since you think we are going to deal with you, then take it seriously. After all, Yunge, die!!" 

"Destroy me thousands of star regions, I want you to pay for it!!" 

"..." 

Emperor Feng Lingzhou and the others rushed out from the ambush star field, and instantly surrounded 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

In an instant. 

The body of the Emperor Zhou burst out with extremely powerful time and space power, sealing all the 

time and space around it! 



in this way. 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou will not be able to use the natural universe shuttle method without breaking 

the seal of time and space! 

"Ah!" 

"You despicable old guys, you really want to do something to me!!" 

Seeing this scene, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou instantly let out a hysterical, grief and stern roar. 

"Without further ado!" 

"Kill, kill this crap!" 

Feng Ling's eyes were blood red, and he took out his weapons and slammed toward Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou! 

The other Emperor Zhou also started immediately. 

Now that they have decided to kill the Emperor Mingzhou, they will not leave any room! 

but. 

Everyone obviously underestimated Emperor Yuanmingzhou's trump card and courage. 

"Death universe, die!!" 

Who is Emperor Yuanmingzhou, conquering the powers of the ten natural universes, and fighting 

against the sky. 

When Zi Xuzhou Emperor, Xuan Yuzi and others started their hands. 

He instantly poured most of his energy into the broken dead universe folding fan, and threw it out! 

"Want to kill my master, dream!" 

The dead universe device spirit sees death as home, and instantly destroys itself! 

As an eternal weapon, even if it is broken, its self-destructive power is extremely terrifying! 

Almost instantly. 

An extremely terrifying force exploded, forming a ring-mounted shock wave, breaking the seal of time 

and space, and blasting towards Feng Ling and the others! 

Chapter 2332: Su Lang Condenses Time Avenue 

"The eternal treasure of self-destruction!!" 

"Damn, this guy is so decisive!" 

"The attack is blocked, he wants to escape!" 

"..." 
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Emperor Feng Lingzhou and the others were shocked when they saw this scene. 

An eternal treasure requires an eternal strong man to spend countless resources and life's hard work to 

cultivate. 

However, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou didn't hesitate at all, so he destroyed it directly, which was shocking. 

The occasion of horror. 

Emperor Feng Lingzhou and the others watched as their attacks were swept away, and Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou burst out with gloomy light, gradually disappearing under their noses. 

Rumble! 

After Emperor Yuan Mingzhou disappeared. 

The terrifying power produced by the self-destruction of Death Universe is still looting. 

The emperors of the universe fully resisted the self-destructive power of the dead universe, and took 

advantage of their efforts to flee towards the surroundings. 

at the same time. 

In the boundless world, in the land of exile. 

The emperor Yuan Mingzhou ravaged the Xuanyu universe and other places in a short time. 

Many days have passed in the exile! 

Su Langguang is a powerhouse of the Primordial Beginning Stage, and he has been promoted thousands 

of times. 

Under the function of one-key practice. 

Su Lang also accumulated countless cultivation bases! 

"I don't know what Emperor Yuan Mingzhou did over there." 

"Hey, if only I could see it with my own eyes." 

"However, you can probably guess that Emperor Yuan Mingzhou might be persuaded and then discover 

the truth about how he was being played with?" 

"When the time comes, he will definitely come back and kill me with great anger." 

"But at that time... my time avenue must be condensed." 

"Well, you can try it now!" 

Thoughts flashed in Su Lang's mind, and immediately issued instructions to the system, "System, 

condenses the road of time!!" 

"Ding! Time Avenue begins to condense!" 

A system prompt appeared, making Su Lang shocked and ecstatic! 



Before trying to condense the time avenue. 

The hints given are all ‘insufficient cultivation’! 

Su Lang was already used to it. 

Suddenly heard a different sentence, I was shocked! 

"I fork!" 

"The cultivation base is enough!" 

"The Avenue of Time has begun to condense!" 

"I can have real eternal combat power!" 

"Haha, it's so cool!" 

Su Lang's eyes revealed extremely excited light. 

See you. 

The one-key cultivation villain suddenly changed from golden to completely white. 

Numerous cultivation bases were integrated into his body. 

A trace of time rules integrated into the living universe and crystal wall cells resurfaced, and under the 

influence of the cultivation base, a rare sublimation began! ! 

Those time rules that have reached their limits. 

The present, the past, the future... all the derived time rules are all merged together to form a 

wonderful whole! 

Driven by endless cultivation. 

This process is very fast! 

In a blink of an eye. 

Su Lang felt that he had mastered countless new time profound meanings. 

When the time rules are all sublimated to the time road. 

Started a new journey of integration! 

However, he saw that the power of the mysterious time avenue gradually integrated into his life 

universe and crystal wall world on the one hand. 

The number of integrations is the same as the number of integration time rules before. 

on the other hand. 

The power of the time avenue was also integrated into the soul of Su Lang! 

His soul has already reached the eternal state of the void. 



At this time, it was integrated into the Dao of Time, and it suddenly changed from the realm of pure 

nirvana to the real realm of nirvana! 

At this moment. 

Su Lang's sea of consciousness began to grow wildly, and his soul had undergone a qualitative change, 

directly condensing into a soul villain who was exactly the same as Su Lang! ! 

But after seeing Su Lang's soul villain condensed. 

He disappeared directly into the sea of knowledge. 

At this time, Su Lang's Sea of Consciousness had become extremely vast, at least a hundred times larger 

than before. 

In addition to knowing the sea. 

The virtual spirit universe has also changed, the territory has become larger, and everything in it has 

become extremely real. 

The fusion of the sea of knowledge and the virtual spirit universe has almost formed a real, brand new 

universe! 

"The realm of the universe!" 

"This is the realm of the universe!" 

"Compared with the realm of pure nirvana, it is simply the difference between cloud and mud!" 

"If I use the eternal combat power of the Void Realm to deal with Emperor Yuanmingzhou, the soul 

alone is a major weakness. It is very likely that he will catch the flaw and kill it with one blow, and then 

trigger the death function!" 

"..." 

Su Lang thought so in his heart, took a deep breath and opened his attribute panel! 

Chapter 2333: Two Universe Void Realm Eternal 

 [Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: Human race 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Half-step eternity 

[Attack Level]: Two Universe Void Realm Eternal 

[Defensive Level]: Two Universe Void Realm Eternal 

[Shen Law Level]: Two Universe Void Realm Eternal 

[Endurance Level]: Two Universe Void Realm Eternal 
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[Spirit Level]: Realm of Huanni 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Unlimited Profound 

Meaning" (Eternal Grade, Founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 51), one-key martial arts function (level 

51), one-key clone function (level 50), one-key treasure hunt function (level 50), one-key alchemy 

function (15 One-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refinement function (level 15), one-key synthesis 

function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 25), one-key enhancement function (level 11), 

One-key decomposition function (no level) 

"The Second Universe Void Realm is eternal!" 

"It seems that only relying on the Avenue of Time, without the power of the universe, still cannot grasp 

the true eternal power." 

"However, with a half-step eternal cultivation level, it is also very good to reach the eternal state of the 

Second Universe Void Realm before the Time Avenue has been fully implemented." 

"I don't know how many in the natural universe can do it!?" 

"In addition, with the power of the Great Dao of Time and the soul of the Realm of Nirvana, my 

weakness is not obvious to Emperor Yuanmingzhou." 

"But... my muddy body is also very strange." 

"I have reached the point where I am now. I have integrated all the cosmic avenues and practiced 

countless eternal realm techniques, but it has not changed." 

"It stands to reason that my current physique is the best in the natural universe, right?" 

"Well, maybe you can find the answer in the rest of the natural universe in the future." 

Su Lang looked at his attribute panel, and various thoughts emerged in his mind. 

He looked up at the sky. 

The gaze seemed to penetrate the land of exile, beyond the boundless realm that initially merged, 

across the boundless universe and even Yuanming, Fierce, Meigong, Xuanhao... 

In the end, there was an immensely vast world in front of him, composed of natural universes, without 

knowing the profound world. 

The strong of eternal realm. 

A strong person beyond the natural universe. 

In this realm, one can regard the world composed of natural universes as the earth, walk on it, and 

pursue a higher realm! 

"The natural universe is not the ultimate end of the world." 

"A universe made up of the natural universe? Maybe...not?" 



Su Lang thought so, with a strong expectation in his eyes. 

at the same time. 

Emperor Zhou was completely stupid when he saw the entire process of Su Lang condensing the Great 

Path of Time and his strength soaring. 

"Again... another breakthrough!!" 

"This time, it condenses the Avenue of Time!" 

"Su Lang, he has condensed the Avenue of Time in such a short time!" 

"This is most of the things that can't be done for half an eternity and a lifetime, how can he, how can he 

condense in so little time!?" 

"This is not true. This must be my illusion. There can be no such existence in the natural universe!" 

"..." 

The emperor Zhou made a hysterical cry in his heart. 

She knew that Su Lang was extremely perverted, and it was not reasonable. 

But now, Su Lang condensed the Avenue of Time in a short time, still making her unacceptable! 

The reaction to the immortal Emperor Zhou. 

Su Lang was used to it a long time ago, even a little tired. 

He glanced at her faintly, and then began to look at himself. 

Look at the life universe and the crystal wall world that integrate the avenue of time. 

In his mind, the path of eternal cultivation also emerged. 

Eternal Realm! 

Based on the origin of the universe, perfect the universe of life and the crystal wall world, gain a share of 

the power of the universe that integrates the endless road, and strengthen yourself! 

Choose the easiest way to unite the universe in the realm of the beginning. 

At the time of eternity, the path of cultivation will become extremely difficult, or even cut off. 

On the contrary, choosing the most difficult path of cultivation in the realm of the primordial beginning, 

and reaching the state of eternity, the path of cultivation is relatively simple. 

Chapter 2334: Enable Crystal Wall Universe function 

Su Lang is in the realm of the beginning. 

Except for the integration of individual crystal wall worlds, the life universe used to store the rest of the 

warriors has almost completely followed the way of the universe. 
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In this way, there is no need to consume the core of the universe to smash the fused crystal wall world 

in the eternal realm. 

There are sixty-six thousand gai in Su Lang's crystal wall cells, not surprisingly, enough to reach the peak 

of the eternal state! 

The key is. 

Not only did Su Lang not need to use the core of the universe to split the fused crystal wall world. 

There is no need to use the origin of the universe to fill the crystal wall world! 

Instead, you can use the function of ‘Crystal Wall Universe’ to replace the origin of the universe with the 

cultivation base to perfect the Crystal Wall World and form the Crystal Wall Universe! 

Repair for. 

One-click cultivation villains are always being produced! 

Even the most ordinary energies of heaven and earth can be transformed into cultivation bases with 

maximum efficiency, and then perfect the natural universe. 

Except for Su Lang. 

All Emperors of the Universe need to practice "Chaos Refining Anti-True Dao", refining the treasures of 

the universe, and forming the origin of the universe, in order to perfect their own crystal wall universe! 

"I didn't expect it before." 

"The function of'Crystal Wall Universe' obtained at the beginning is also an auxiliary cultivation function 

of the eternal realm!" 

Su Lang looked at the endless crystal wall world in his body, and the function introduction of "crystal 

wall universe" appeared in his mind. 

Crystal Wall Universe: 

Active function! 

After using it, you can consume a certain amount of cultivation base to strengthen the crystal wall cells 

to a level close to your own life universe. 

The life universe represents the upper limit of the crystal wall universe, which cannot be surpassed! 

For the general eternal martial artist. 

The universe of life is too huge. 

Even if the crystal wall world uses the origin of the universe to improve it, it is difficult to advance it to a 

level that is close to the life universe. 

In addition. 

It is precisely because the universe of life is too large. 



usually. 

The ordinary eternal realm powerhouse would not give priority to using the origin of the universe to 

perfect the universe of life. 

Because a little bit of the origin of the universe or the core of the universe is thrown into it, it may not 

even be able to lift the ripples. 

They will choose the easiest path. 

That is, starting from the simplest crystal wall world, accumulating strength with the fastest efficiency, 

going to a higher level, acquiring more resources, and repeating this cycle. 

"The crystal wall cells have the function of'crystal wall universe' to assist in cultivation." 

"My universe of life belongs to the functional category of the'Ten Directions Inner Realm', and can also 

be filled and perfected with cultivation bases!" 

"Tsk tsk, others need to use the core origin of the universe, the origin of the universe, to perfect things, I 

only use the most common cultivation base, it is really beautiful!" 

Su Lang looked at the Shifang Life Universe and those crystal wall worlds in his body, and the corner of 

his mouth couldn't help but outline a touch of excitement. 

Simultaneously. 

There are other things that make Su Lang extremely excited! 

For example, once you have the Avenue of Time, you can instill in weapons or your companions to 

create an eternal helper! 

For example, with the time avenue and space avenue, the avatar dispatch function will not be restricted 

by the barriers of the natural universe, and can be dispatched to Yuanming Universe and other places! 

For example, he can also refine the natural universe space-time transmission array and Lianxun array, 

connecting two independent natural universes together. 

... 

After owning the Avenue of Time, there are so many things you can do! 

"So now!" 

"It's time to enable the feature of'Crystal Wall Universe'!" 

"At the rate of one-key training function, it takes a long time to condense the road of time." 

"But to perfect a small crystal wall universe, it certainly doesn't take much time." 

Su Lang took a deep breath, and a gleam of light burst into his slightly narrowed eyes, "System, activate 

the Crystal Wall Universe function, goal..." 

After selecting a crystal wall world. 



Su Lang activated the Crystal Wall Universe function. 

really! 

"Ding! Crystal Wall Universe is strengthening!" 

Accompanied by the appearance of system prompts. 

Su Lang's selection of a crystal wall world next to the Dantian universe suddenly began to change! ! 

But I saw countless cultivation bases integrated into it. 

The power of countless great avenues that Su Lang comprehend appeared. 

Avenue of Time and Space, Avenue of Five Elements, Avenue of Yin and Yang, Avenue of Life and Death, 

Avenue of Power, Avenue of Destiny and Cause and Effect... 

All are revealed as strands of peculiar energy flow, between illusion and reality, extremely dreamy. 

Chapter 2335: There is no longer the word virtual world 

Immediately after. 

Under the influence of endless cultivation. 

The power of these dreamlike avenues began to grow rapidly and merge with each other! 

Almost instantly. 

All the power of the Great Dao merged together to form a transparent and invisible force. 

Immediately after. 

This transparent and invisible power suddenly exploded again, returning to countless individual powers. 

"These great powers have become perfect!" 

"In the previous avenues, each path was understood individually." 

"And the power of the cosmic avenue, in fact, each of them are related, complement each other, and 

form the cosmos avenue together, rather than independent." 

"At this time, the powers of the great avenues that I have understood are fused to establish 

connections, complement each other, and complement each other. It is the same as the universal 

avenue in the natural universe!" 

"..." 

Su Lang observed the qualitatively changed crystal wall world. 

But seeing it grow rapidly, and become more and more crystal clear and firm, a trace of terrifying and 

unique power is brewing in it 

——It is the power of the universe! 
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"Appeared, the power of the universe!" 

"Sure enough, this is a higher level of power beyond the power of the avenue, the power of twisting, 

and the power of incense!" 

"If the rest of my power is cotton, then this cosmic power is diamond!" 

"It's great, with just a trace of cosmic power, I feel that the real combat power has increased a little!" 

Su Lang was excited and opened his attribute panel again. 

See you. 

All the "Two Universe Void Realm Eternal" no longer have the word "Void Realm". 

Instead, it has become a real-world eternal realm of the Second Universe! 

but. 

His cultivation level of "half-step eternity" has not changed. 

"I understand." 

"My path to the beginning is actually not over yet." 

"After all, my time rule only incorporates a hundred crystal wall cells." 

"Most of the 66,000-plus crystal wall cells have not yet reached the level that can be perfected with the 

origin of the universe, in other words, they have not reached the standard of eternal crystal wall cells." 

"At this time, my path to the beginning and the path of eternity overlap." 

"But it doesn't matter. With the function of the'crystal wall universe', these problems are nothing." 

"As long as the heavens and the earth have enough energy, I can lie down and finish the path of the 

eternal realm!" 

Su Lang looked at his brand new attribute panel, and a smile flashed in his eyes. 

Immediately after. 

He looked at the crystal wall world that produced the power of the universe, no, it should be said that it 

was the crystal wall universe. 

This crystal wall universe has not yet reached its limit 

-Approaching the level of the universe of life. 

Continuing to use the function of the ‘crystal wall universe’ can consume the cultivation base, grow it, 

and gain more cosmic power. 

of course. 

The larger the Crystal Wall Universe, the more cultivation base it consumes when it grows. 



When it reaches a certain level, use the power of cultivation to grow, so that the cost of obtaining the 

power of the universe will decrease. 

By this time. 

It should give priority to upgrading the rest of the crystal wall world. 

"now." 

"Although my cultivation realm has not yet reached the eternal realm." 

"But the true strength, in every aspect, has reached the eternal level, and there are no longer any 

shortcomings." 

"If you really want to say it, the weapon is still a bit short." 

"Then, it's time to instill time to weapons!" 

"Even without the origin of the universe, it cannot evolve for it, but after obtaining the Avenue of Time, 

its power will also undergo a qualitative change!" 

There was a glow of excitement at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and he directly took out all the 

weapons he had upgraded before. 

Youtian sword, Tianjia eight-sided shield, boundless number. 

The realm of reincarnation, the sword of life, the nest of civilization. 

Among the first three. 

Infinity has already possessed the eternal power of the Second Universe Void Realm! 

The Youtian Sword and the Eight-Edged Shield of Heaven also possess the eternal power of a universe. 

Three weapons such as the Mirror of Reincarnation are the pinnacle of the half-step eternal state, a 

ceiling-level weapon. 

"system!" 

"Activate the function of'One-Key Empowerment · Avenue Empowerment'!" 

"Target, Youtian Sword, instill the Avenue of Time!" 

Su Lang pulled the Youtian Sword from his hair bun, and gave the order with a smile on his face. 

Chapter 2336: Instill a time road for Xiaoyou 

"Ding!" 

"Time Avenue is instilling!" 

The system prompt resounded through my mind. 

Immediately after. 
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There was a time avenue that was exactly the same as Su Lang, which was completely instilled into 

Youtian Sword. 

"what--!" 

"It hurts!" 

A cry of pain came from Youtian Sword, and it was Xiaoyou who was groaning in pain. 

As a unique weapon creature. 

Her ability comes from the body, which can be said to be innate. 

This was the first time Su Lang had instilled other power into her. 

Therefore, it is normal to have a little pain. 

"Hold on, Xiaoyou." 

"When you get used to it, it won't hurt." 

Su Lang's heart tightened as he heard Xiaoyou's painful cry, and he calmed down. 

"Yeah, master...I listen to you, ah, I hold back..." 

Xiaoyou's intermittent voice came from Youtian Sword, sometimes mixed with a bit of pain. 

but. 

quickly. 

Xiaoyou's painful cry disappeared. 

Instead, it was the joyous cheer that was nourished by the new power. 

"Wow!" 

"Master, it is the power of time!" 

"Great, Xiaoyou also has the power of time and great power, the master is great!" 

When Time Avenue was finished instilling, Xiaoyou suddenly ran out excitedly and hung on Su Lang's 

body, with a pretty face blushing, extremely excited. 

"Haha!" 

"let me see." 

"Well, you have also changed." 

"After you have the power of the Time Dao, your power level becomes higher." 

"Although it has not yet reached the level of the power of the universe, it can already pose a threat to 

it." 

"Especially when you are held in my hand, you can pose a fatal threat to it!" 



Su Lang smiled and rubbed Xiaoyou's hair, with a satisfied smile on his face. 

"Yeah~ great, great!" 

"I really want to do it again!" 

Xiaoyou was praised, and she was immediately happier. 

"The Avenue of Time is a terrifying force that surpasses the rest." 

"Injecting it into your body will only greatly increase your combat power, and will not affect your original 

strength." 

"If it is the power of the rest of the Great Dao, I am afraid it will affect your characteristics." 

"This is also why I always keep only the current characteristics when I evolve for you." 

"Your terrifying characteristics, if it is mixed with other elements, becomes impure, and has a deviation, 

you will lose it." 

Su Lang continued to rub Xiaoyou's hair, softly explaining to her. 

"That's it." 

"Then, master!" 

Xiaoyou nodded, and then asked expectantly, "Is there a higher level in Time Avenue? If so, can I instill it 

in the future?" 

"Is the level of Time Avenue?" 

"I can faintly feel that Time Avenue really seems to have a higher level." 

"If it is true, I will instill it in you after I understand it." 

Su Lang touched his chin for a moment, then nodded slightly, rubbing his hand on Xiao You's head twice. 

"Really, that's awesome!" 

"Master, you must hurry up, Xiaoyou will not wait~" 

After hearing Su Lang's words, Xiaoyou's eyes lit up and she was so excited. 

"Haha, no hurry, no hurry." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "I will definitely not let you down in the future." 

"Yeah, I'm done!" 

Xiaoyou nodded seriously, Xuan even returned to his body. 

Simultaneously. 

The immortal Emperor Zhou who watched Su Lang instilling the Time Dao in Youtian Sword has 

completely closed himself. 



She looked at Su Lang blankly. 

I don't know if this man is still a human... 

Su Lang glanced faintly at Emperor Zhou, the corner of his mouth twitched. 

Soon. 

He continued to use the one-key empowerment function, allowing all four weapons including the Mirror 

of Reincarnation to master the Avenue of Time. 

After mastering the time avenue. 

The power of the three weapons, including the Mirror of Reincarnation, has also reached the eternity of 

a universe, with the kind of time avenue. 

The level of the eight-sided shield of the sky is a little weaker than the Youtian Sword, but it is higher 

than the weapons such as the mirror of reincarnation, belonging to the kind that is approaching the 

eternity of the two universes. 

As for the endless number. 

This is a terrorist weapon with 120,000 parts. 

The level of each of its parts is no more than Qiyan Primordial Stage at most. 

Su Lang tried it. 

It was discovered that even the most core central part cannot withstand the power of the time avenue. 

Chapter 2337: Shouldn't you say it is your Majesty Su Lang? 

"It seems that half a step of the weapon of the Eternal Realm is necessary to instill the Avenue of Time." 

"We can only wait for its parts to evolve before instilling time." 

"However, with my current strength, plus the Heavenly Sword, the Sword of Life, the Eight-Edged Shield 

of Heaven, and one hundred and fifty clones with similar combat power, it is completely enough to deal 

with Emperor Yuanming." 

"After all, my current'swallowing clone' state can be permanent!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised, and Dongfang Taiyi and Shixie were summoned. 

Notice. 

There are a total of 495 times of one-key empowerment and avenue empowerment! 

And Eastern Taiyi and Devouring Evil are both half-step eternity of the veteran. 

Once the power of the Time Avenue is obtained, it is equivalent to obtaining the key to break through to 

the realm of eternity. 

As long as you have enough power of the origin of the universe, you can complete the perfection of the 

crystal wall world, gain the power of the universe, and advance to the realm of eternity! 
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Before this state. 

It can also be called eternal in the virtual world. 

For Eastern One and Biting Evil. 

Su Lang wanted to promote them only with a small amount of effort. When he got two powerful 

subordinates, he could just look at his family. Why not do it? 

At this moment. 

In front of Su Lang. 

"Subordinates pay homage to His Majesty Su Lang, the Emperor of Infinite Universe!" 

Dongfang Taiyi and Shixie bowed in front of Su Lang respectfully, and both of them were extremely 

excited. 

Because the two have felt it. 

Su Lang's breath is completely different! 

They are all people who have seen Emperor Yuanmingzhou, Su Lang's aura at this time is already at the 

same level as that of Emperor Yuanmingzhou! ! 

In other words. 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

"You have been promoted to the realm of eternity!?" 

Ji Xie couldn't help the excitement and shock in his heart, and asked in disbelief. 

Dongfang Taiyi was much reserved, but his body trembled slightly with excitement. 

"Haha." 

"I said I was promoted, but my realm is still half-step eternal." 

"Said that I have not been promoted, and I have mastered the path of time and the power of the 

universe." 

"In general, the realm has not risen, and the strength has been reached, it is completely possible to deal 

with Emperor Yuanmingzhou." 

Su Lang smiled faintly and explained to the two of them. 

"The realm has not risen, but the strength has been reached!" 

"Mastered the iconic powers of the two eternal realms of the power of the universe of time, avenue!" 

"Regardless of why this is the case, His Majesty Su Lang is equivalent to crossing a large realm and 

possessing true eternal combat power!" 



"Oh my god, this is an eternal realm. His Majesty Su Lang's combat power has crossed the endless gap 

from the beginning to eternity. This is definitely a miracle of countless natural universes before and 

after!" 

"..." 

After listening to Su Lang's words, Dongfang Taiyi and Qixie were shocked. 

"Don't be so surprised." 

"It would be strange if I couldn't do such a thing as a cross-border battle." 

A small smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, "I'm talking about business, and I'm calling 

you to give you the power of time!" 

This statement came out. 

Dongfang Taiyi and two are even more thunderous, and they are instantly numb inside and out! 

"Give me the power to wait for time!?" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang, you can bestow the power of time!" 

"It's an unheard of, unreasonable method, shouldn't it be called Su Lang!?" 

"..." 

Dongfang Taiyi and Jixie only felt that their minds were dizzy and buzzing. 

Simultaneously. 

Watching this scene all the time, the autistic Emperor Zhou suddenly trembled, and a pair of gloomy 

pupils burst out with extremely complicated light. 

In the color of shock and horror, disbelief and collapse that has never dissipated, there is a touch of 

desire. 

The power of time! 

Mastering the power of the Time Avenue is equivalent to mastering the key to the eternal realm. 

You only need to use the origin of the universe as the force of pushing the door, and with a light push, 

you can step into that new and eternal realm that is beyond the natural universe! 

This opportunity. 

Even the immortal Emperor Zhou, who is autistic, is extremely eager, almost wanting to give up 

everything, begging for Su Lang, begging for Su Lang, pity her, reward her... 

however. 

This is impossible. 

Su Lang glanced at the immortal Emperor Zhou indifferently, got up and walked to the front of Dongfang 

Taiyi. 



"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Dongfang Taiyi looked up at Su Lang, with brilliance in his beautiful eyes. 

"be prepared." 

"I'm coming!" 

Su Lang stretched out his hand and pointed at Dongfang Taiyi. 

Chapter 2338: The time is almost there 

"Ok!" 

Dongfang Taiyi was touched by Su Lang's finger and couldn't help but let out a soft snort. 

Immediately! 

"Start the avenue empowerment function!" 

With a thought, Su Lang immediately issued instructions. 

Suddenly! 

An extremely surging avenue of time poured into Dongfang Taiyi's body, and instantly merged with her 

body and soul. 

As a veteran, half-step eternity. 

In her body, all the crystal wall cells have reached the half-step eternal realm, and all have integrated 

the rules of time. 

therefore. 

The Avenue of Time came, and it was directly integrated into all of her crystal wall world. 

"So strong... so strong, so comfortable!" 

"This feeling, this is the first time in my life!" 

Mrs. Dongfang felt an incomparably warm feeling swelled and spread in his body, and his whole body 

was full of warmth. 

On its body, the already very majestic and vast aura, further growth, expansion, and constantly buried 

towards the real eternal state. 

but. 

Because there is no power of the universe. 

Taiyi East cannot break through to the eternal state. 

But even so. 

This scene also made the biting evil next to him look dumbfounded. 
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As for the immortal Emperor Zhou, her trance and silly craving became even stronger. 

But she knew that she couldn't have been instilled in time by Su Lang. 

Therefore, that trace of desire quickly disappeared and turned into a deep envy, jealousy, regret, 

despair... 

at this time. 

"Go and consolidate your realm." 

Su Lang retracted his fingers and patted Dongfang Taiyi's shoulder lightly, a smile was drawn at the 

corner of his mouth. 

Immediately after. 

His gaze fell on Eater of Evil. 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Biting Xie lowered his eyelids, not daring to look at Su Lang. 

"Recently you have been considered meritorious." 

"I will give you the Avenue of Time, so that you can get the key to the eternal realm." 

"You are a strange incense creature born at the beginning of the endless universe. Perhaps your path of 

cultivation will be different, and you can enter the eternal realm in other ways." 

Su Lang's eyes flashed with thoughtful light, looked at the evil spirits, and said lightly. 

"Subordinates, thank your Majesty for the gift!" 

There was a deep gratefulness in the eyes of the biting evil, and the human body crawled under Su 

Lang's feet, very respectful. 

"Ok." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, and even if Xuan activated the Dao Empowerment function, he instilled the Time 

Dao into Evil Devouring. 

Suddenly. 

The special half-step eternity of this old brand also possesses the power of the Great Avenue of Time. 

Feeling the power of that terrifying time avenue, Qi Evil couldn't help shaking with excitement. 

He had already broken through to the half-step eternal state many billions of years ago. 

But it has been unable to comprehend the Avenue of Time. 

at this time. 

He finally got the Time Avenue bestowed by Su Lang, and stepped half of his foot on the path of the 

Eternal Realm! 



all of these. 

All from Su Lang! 

"okay." 

"You go and consolidate it too." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "I will go to Yuanming Universe soon, and you will guard me in the boundless 

universe." 

"Yes!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Dongfang Taiyi and Shixie respectfully salute, and then retreat. 

After the two left. 

"The time is almost here." 

Su Lang's eyes burst out with a strong light, and soon sent the treasure hunting ancestral glider to 

Yuanming Universe. 

Immediately after. 

He once again issued an order to dispatch a clone! 

In a flash. 

A clone was dispatched to the treasure hunting ancestral glider's side. 

It happens to be at this moment. 

Rumble! ! 

An unusually vast and majestic wave of time and space came from the dead void not far away. 

"It's the fluctuation that shuttles through the time and space barriers of the natural universe!" 

"Emperor Yuanmingzhou has returned from the natural universe that was caused by me!" 

Su Lang's expression moved, and a thick sneer was outlined at the corner of his mouth, "I don't know 

which universe is the victim, and has he been beaten?" 

Thinking so. 

Su Lang directly dispatched the clone to make it rush towards the place where the time and space 

fluctuations came. 

Simultaneously. 

Yuanming universe, somewhere withered and empty. 

I see. Emperor Yuanmingzhou looked very ugly, even a little embarrassed. 



In order to escape from the siege of seven eternal powerhouses, he even sacrificed his life. 

That was a weapon that took his whole life to build. 

He is also his closest partner! 

But at this time, Death Zhou is dead! 

Chapter 2339: Wanted to go, asked me if 

"Damn it!" 

"A group of old bastards, when the deity breaks through to the level of the three universes, it is your 

death date!!" 

"Now... it's time to go to the boundless universe!" 

The Emperor Yuanmingzhou revealed endless resentment and anger, and then activated the power of 

the space-time avenue, preparing to shuttle through the barriers of the natural universe to the 

boundless universe. 

The reason for this choice. 

One is that there are fragments of the boundless universe that have not yet been reversed. 

The second is the coordinates of the boundless universe, which Xuanyuzi and others don't know. 

The third is the nine time-space superstars of Yuanming Universe. They collapsed and collapsed, and the 

ones that were put away by him were put away. There is nothing that is valuable to the eternal realm. 

The rest of Xiaoming waited for the Nine Nature Universes, Xuanyuzi and others didn't know the 

coordinates, and they also didn't have much value. 

"I must practice the origin of the universe as soon as possible." 

"After passing, kill the little Su Lang cub!" 

"The Golden Crow in the Sky Ting Continent was also killed directly. If she wants to destroy the Tian Ting 

Continent, she will do whatever she wants. It's a big deal to bear some losses!" 

Thinking about this, the light on his body is getting more and more shining, and it is about to cover his 

whole body. 

But at this moment. 

"After the situation, Yunge, where are you going?" 

A voice suddenly reached his ears! 

original! 

It turned out that Su Lang's clone arrived. 

Because the distance is not very far. 
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and so. 

Without dispatching a few times, Su Lang's clone divine mind saw the figure of Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

Jianyuan Mingzhou Emperor wants to shuttle through the barriers of time and space in the natural 

universe. 

Su Lang worried that his destination was the boundless universe, so he immediately let the clone speak. 

After all, if Emperor Yuanmingzhou went to the boundless universe and treated it as the main 

battlefield, the loss might be a bit big. 

at this time. 

Su Lang avatar shouted. 

Suddenly, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou trembled all over, and his movement through the barriers of the 

natural universe was also stagnant. 

In his divine mind, he also saw the figure of Su Lang clone! 

"what!?" 

"This voice, this breath, this figure is... Su Lang!?" 

"No, it's impossible, how could it be Su Lang!?" 

"He is just a half-step eternal ant, how could it appear in my source universe!" 

"Furthermore, his aura has reached the eternal state, a real eternal state, and his aura has become more 

powerful than a universe!!" 

"Fake, it must be fake, this Su Lang must be faked from another eternal realm!" 

"A mere half-step is eternal, how can it be possible to condense the Time Avenue in such a short time, 

let alone reach the level of the Second Universe!" 

"..." 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou looked at Su Lang's avatar, his whole body trembling like thunder, and he 

screamed hysterically in his heart. 

The unbelievable thick on his face made his look even more ferocious! 

He didn't believe that what he saw was Su Lang! 

however. 

He couldn't understand again. 

Which eternal state will know the small half-step eternal Su Lang in the boundless universe, and which 

eternal state will pretend to be Su Lang? 

Not to mention. 



Su Lang's body is really familiar 

——He has seen Su Lang's clone in the Heavenly Jade Continent! 

Unbelievable occasion. 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou didn't want to think too much, he planned to go to the boundless universe first 

and talk about it desperately. 

boom! 

The power of time and space swept away. 

The figure of Yuanming Universe became looming in Su Lang's eyes. 

"Want to leave? Have you asked me!?" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and the clone instantly displayed the power of time and space 

and a broken sword, which interfered with Emperor Yuan Mingzhou's movements. 

He has more methods than Yuan Mingzhou Emperor! 

The more than 50 million exercises and various methods he cultivated all reached the eternal state. 

Most of the ranks are ordinary goods in the eternal realm, but the comprehensive power is extremely 

terrifying. 

at this time. 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou was disturbed, and the pace of traveling through the time and space barriers of 

the natural universe was delayed for a moment. 

Just at this moment. 

call out--! 

Breaking a sword came with a bang. 

"Damn!!" 

"You are not Su Lang, who are you, why are you stopping me!!" 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou had to give up the shuttle and fought back. The whole person hated to the 

extreme, and at the same time, he was enveloped by an extremely strong sense of death crisis! 

Chapter 2340: Yes, I did it all 

The end was stopped. 

It was overtaken by Xuan Yuzi and other seven people! 

If you are entangled, there is only one word in the end, death! 

Rumble! 
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Emperor Yuanmingzhou’s attack collided with the Po Yi sword of Su Lang clone, bursting out endless 

aftermath of battle, tearing the endless void. 

A gleam of light rose again. 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou is going to run! 

but! 

Su Lang's clone attacked again and directly entangled Emperor Yuan Mingzhou. 

"Go away!!" 

"What hate do I have with you? You have to pretend to be Su Lang to stop me!?" 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou was about to catch fire with anxiety, his roar was hoarse and sharp, and there 

was no trace of Emperor Zhou's demeanor. 

"What hate!?" 

"Of course it is the enemy to destroy the boundless world!" 

"After the situation, Yunge, you destroy the boundless realm, slaughter countless creatures, and refining 

the origin of the universe. Now is the time when your blood is paid for!" 

The avatar of Su Lang continued to use various tyrannical methods, while grinning coldly while fighting 

against the source of the Ming Dynasty Emperor. 

"You, you are really Su Lang!?" 

"No, impossible, you can't be Su Lang!" 

"How long is this, how can you rise from half an eternity to this realm!?" 

"In all the endless natural universe, it is impossible for such an outrageous thing to happen!!" 

"I don't believe it, I don't accept it!!" 

"..." 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou let out a hoarse roar, constantly trying to escape the entanglement of Su Lang 

clone. 

suddenly. 

"Squeak!" 

"Squeak!" 

A treacherous voice came. It turned out that the treasure hunting ancestral glider appeared on the 

battlefield. 

This treasure hunting ancestral glider appeared. 

Stand with Su Lang avatar immediately. 



And this scene. 

Suddenly, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou shook his whole body, his pupils shrank suddenly, and even stronger 

shock and resentment appeared in his eyes! ! 

"It's you!" 

"It turned out to be you!" 

"That **** weird flying squirrel was released by you, and you are behind the scenes!" 

"It's you who destroyed my nine major time and space ports, destroyed the time and space port 

superstars such as Mei Gong, and harmed all the natural universe in my hands!" 

"It's you, it turned out to be you!!" 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou's eyes widened in disbelief, and the endless stormy waves in his heart almost 

drowned his mind. 

He got it! 

Xuan Yuzi and others didn't do anything to him at all! 

From the beginning to the end, I was deceived, played round and round by others, and led to 

misfortunes, and forged feuds with Xuan Yuzi and others! ! 

In front of Su Lang, he was defeated! 

This is the most miserable and complete failure of his life! 

It was also when Emperor Yuanmingzhou was shocked and lost. 

"Not bad!" 

"I did it all!" 

"How about it, are you surprised? Are you surprised?" 

A voice came from the other side, with a faint smile and playfulness. 

But Su Lang activated the clone replacement function, and went directly from the place of exile to the 

source of the universe! 

Wow. 

Su Lang's figure appeared in the void of Yuanming Universe, with his hands on his back, standing out of 

the void. 

"what!!" 

"Another Su Lang!?" 

"Furthermore, is the breath of the Second Universe Eternal Grade again?" 

"Impossible, this is fake, me, when did I have hallucinations, and when!?" 



When Emperor Yuanmingzhou saw Su Lang's deity, it was as if he had been hit by a hammer on his head, 

buzzing directly, and his thinking was about to freeze. 

He even suspected that he had hallucinations! 

At this time. 

"Squeak!" 

When the treasure hunting ancestral glider saw Su Lang, he squeaked, flew to his shoulder, and stayed 

obediently. 

"Good job!" 

Su Lang stroked the black gold-patterned hair of the treasure hunting ancestor flying. 

If it hadn't been for the treasure hunting ancestor flying to delay the footsteps of Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou, he would not have so much time to accumulate cultivation base and condense the path 

of time. 

Not to mention, now you can still travel comfortably, slowly overlooking Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

"Squeak, squeak!!" 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider was praised, and immediately called out happily. 

"Haha." 

"Now that there is nothing to do, continue to scrape the treasures of heaven and earth, that is your 

favorite activity." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, caught the treasure hunting ancestral glider in his hand, and gently threw it 

forward. 

Suddenly. 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider disappeared directly, went to the other natural universe of 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou, and continued to copy his home! 

"You, how dare you!!" 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou watched Su Lang release the treasure hunting ancestral glider, and his heart 

suddenly felt suffocated, and thick aggrieved and humiliation surged. 

Su Lang unexpectedly released that weird clone in front of him, and continued to search his universe! 

I really want to **** me off! 

 


